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Single token, endless ecosystem
Multichain Ventures is the parent company of several underlying entities including; The Tokes
Platform, Cubed, EDEN, and ReliCloud. These brands produce blockchain focused products
including, but not limited to, cryptocurrency based payment processing for merchants, supply
chain visibility tools, and automated devOps deployments. All our products interact or
integrate with the native token of Multichain Ventures, “Tokes” (TKS).

Multichain Ventures Ecosystem

Multichain Ventures has an integrated ecosystem of so ware products with TKS token integrations at every
step. Learn about our portfolio of brands below and read our extensive documentation for more.

Company Summaries
Multichain Ventures, Inc.

Across the Multichain Ventures
ecosystem, we provide universal crypto
merchant solutions & accessible
blockchain deployment. MV makes
straightforward tools for payments,
development, and supply chains.

Parent Company

Technology Products

Reli.cloud
App Hosting Platform

Merchant Processing
Point-of-sale so ware, API
integrations with existing merchant
processors, eCommerce, and Kiosk
integrations - via Cubed and Tokes
Platform.

Cubed

Whitelabel POS

CubedPay & Tokes Platform
cubedpay.io
tokesplatform.org
gateway.tokesplatform.org

Cubed produces an industry agnostic suite of
payment solutions for merchant acceptance of
cryptocurrency both at the point of sale and on
the web. Designed to be used alongside
conventional debit/credit or cash options, Cubed
leverages a robust query and trade processing
engine to enable merchants to seamlessly
accept cryptocurrency as a payment option
without additional headaches and hurdles.
The tools of Cubed can also be leveraged to
create custom white-label payment solutions for
any industry, as in the case of Tokes Platform, for
example. Tokes Platform was developed to
service legal industries with challenges acquiring
traditional banking and payment solutions. The
beautifully redesigned interface on Tokes
Platform delivers blockchain-based,
decentralized, peer-to-peer solutions for this
particular niche demographic.

EDEN

EPCIS Blockchain

Tokes Platform

Custom Developed
Industry-Speciﬁc POS

The Merchant Gateway is in live production,
and accessible to everyone at
h ps://gateway.tokesplatform.org!

Supply Chain Visibility
EDEN - EPCIS Decentralized Network - provides a blockchain based layer for existing Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems. Append supply chain data to a blockchain without disrupting existing workﬂows
EDEN

eden.so ware

EPCIS Decentralized Network or EDEN takes any supply chain data, combines it with GS1 standards (e.g.,
Electronic Product Code Information Services or EPCIS) and produces a layered blockchain infrastructure that
can be appended to any existing supply chain management system for be er visibility and provenance of
data. The encrypted decentralization of this data creates an immutable ledger for trustless recording and
visibility of event data, both within and across enterprises. This enables stakeholders to gain a shared view of
physical (or digital) objects, as they travel throughout the supply chain, from business to business and
ultimately to consumers.

Automated DevOps
ReliCloud
reli.cloud

Reli leverages modern open-source services like Kubernetes, Docker, and Istio among others to provide
scalable, automated, containerized hosting for development teams - blockchain or otherwise. Reli is cloud
independent - deployable to AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, Digital Ocean, etc. While Reli is available for any
development team, we are particularly adept at servicing blockchain startups.
Notable services of ReliCloud include one-click deployments of eCommerce frameworks with crypto-native
payments, masternode hosting, and full-node hosting, similar to those produced by Infura for Ethereum.

Multichain Ventures Token: Tokes (TKS)
Many brands, one token for all of Multichain Venture’s products and services.

Token Usage Overview
Tokes (TKS) is the native digital currency unit of the Multichain Ventures ecosystem - including the Tokes Platform,
Cubed, EDEN, and Reli. Use cases of the Tokes token extend far past simple transactional use. Tokes can be
staked (i.e., holding a balance in a wallet) to earn a periodic proof-of-stake distribution, or in the case of soware
subscribers, to receive discounts on so ware and services. Tokes will also be burned for merchant processing
fees, used as a fee for logging supply-chain data, and spent in order to receive deeper product or service
discounts. See our Tokenomics paper for full details.

Tokenomics
Merchant Network
The primary functionality of Tokes is as a transactional
currency throughout our global accessible network of
merchants. In certain highly scrutinized and regulated
industries, conventional payment options and banking
are not available. Decentralized, peer-to-peer payment
options such as Bitcoin and Tokes provide a natural
solution to this problem. Coupled with low transaction
cost - less than $0.01 per transaction - and the near
instant se lement of the Tokes protocol, Multichain
Ventures aims to make Tokes a payment standard across
the world.

Product Subscription Discounts
All fees for products and services within the Multichain Ventures ecosystem are reduced when paying in Tokes.
This includes the Merchant Gateway (Tokes Platform & Cubed), the EDEN Blockchain, and any ReliCloud PaaS
oﬀering. Annual discounts as high as 25% when combining staking and subscription payments in Tokes.

User Staking Rewards
Users can earn up to 50% more Tokes over 2 years when staking their Tokes oﬀ exchange. With a limited number
of Tokes in circulation, and 10% of the total supply ge ing distributed to those users participating in staking,
rewards are the highest to those who stake early. Additionally, businesses that maintain a staking balance will not
only receive staking rewards, but will receive discounts on product and service fees as well.

Token Burn Mechanism
As fee revenue is processed through the various so ware oﬀerings within the Multichain Ventures ecosystem, a
portion of all transaction value will be permanently burned. Over time, this has the potential to reduce the total
supply by 500,000,000 Tokes, or 50% of the total supply.

Corporate Vesting
MV Global is commi ed to the responsible governance of the Tokes treasury. For that reason, a dedicated smart
contract was wri en for corporate vesting of uncirculating supply. All tokens not unlocked for the token sale are
locked for 7 months following the IEO, and will then be distributed evenly back to the company over the
subsequent 24 months. This ensures our long term interests are aligned with those of the user.

Summary
Multichain Ventures represents a diverse ecosystem of so ware solutions dedicated to the blockchain industry,
with a single token unifying all of the brands. As these individual brands grow, so does the demand for Tokes.
Multichain ultimately brings sophisticated token economic mechanics, great transparency and governance, a
long track record in the industry, and products in-use today. We hope you’ll join us into the future of crypto.

Merchant Processing

A core service of MV is providing full-featured tools for merchant acceptance of cryptocurrency.

CASH
CREDIT
CRYPTO
Cubed
cubedpay.io

Cubed produces an industry agnostic
suite of payment solutions for
merchant acceptance of
cryptocurrency both at the point of
sale and on the web. Designed to be
used alongside conventional debit/
credit or cash options, Cubed
leverages a robust query and trade
processing engine to enable
merchants to seamlessly accept
cryptocurrency as a payment option
without additional headaches and
hurdles.

Industry Tailored Merchant Processing Tools
The tools of Cubed can also be leveraged to create custom white-label payment solutions for any industry, as in
the case of Tokes Platform, for example. Tokes Platform was developed to service legal industries with challenges
acquiring traditional banking and payment solutions. The beautifully redesigned interface on Tokes Platform
delivers blockchain-based, decentralized, peer-to-peer solutions for this particular niche demographic.

tokesplatform.org

Supply Chain Visibility

A blockchain layer, appended to current supply chain visibility tools. Add blockchain to any industry without modifying
existing SOPs.

EDEN

eden.so ware

EPCIS Decentralized Network or EDEN
takes any supply chain data, combines it
with GS1 standards (e.g., Electronic
Product Code Information Services or
EPCIS) and produces a layer blockchain
infrastructure that can be appended to
any existing supply chain management
system for be er visibility and
provenance of data. The encrypted
decentralization of this data creates an
immutable ledger for trustless recording
and visibility of event data, both within
and across enterprises. This enables
stakeholders to gain a shared view of
physical (or digital) objects, as they travel
throughout the supply chain, from
business to business and ultimately to
consumers.

Automated DevOps

Multicloud platform on Kubernetes & Istio. Cloud native SaaS, blockchain features.

Reli.cloud
reli.cloud

Reli leverages modern open-source
services like Kubernetes, Docker, and
Istio among others to provide
scalable, automated, containerized
hosting for development teams.
Reli is cloud independent deployable to AWS, Google Cloud,
Azure, Digital Ocean, etc. While Reli
is available for any development
team, we are particularly adept at
servicing blockchain startups.

Core Team Members
The Multichain Leadership Team.

Michael Wagner, CFA
Chief Executive Oﬃcer / Founder
With an eclectic background in ﬁnance and technology, Michael has had multiple roles in private
wealth management, with aptitudes including securities analysis, investment selection and
portfolio construction and management. A er a number of success in both ﬁnance and
blockchain, Michael cofounded Multichain Ventures.

Gabriel Allred, PhD.
Chief Communications Oﬃcer / Founder
Aside from his work with blockchain and cryptocurrencies since 2013, Gabriel holds a Ph.D. with
dissertation work focusing on the ﬁeld of behavioral economics. Gabriel has presented at
numerous conferences and lectured on blockchain technology and cryptocurrency to legislators
and business organizations. In addition to his other duties with Multichain Ventures, Gabriel
leads government aﬀairs and legislative outreach for the company.

Deb Lucas
Chief Operating Oﬃcer
Deb has decades of experience in ﬁnance working for highly regarded ﬁrms including Charles
Schwab, Barclays Global Investors, and United Capital Financial Advisers. Possessing a wealth of
experience as managing director, project manager, compliance oﬃcer, and operations strategist,
Deb heads operations for Multichain Ventures.

Thomas Diab
Head of Business Development
Bringing over two decades of sales, marketing, ﬁnance, and business building knowledge,
Thomas is a seasoned entrepreneur and corporate strategic development executive with global
trade experience. His customer acquisition and lead building accomplishments have assisted
previous relationships in eﬀorts to raise private equity from companies including Bessemer
Venture Partners. Thomas has a degree in ﬁnance, has lived in Europe and Asia, and maintains a
diverse network of executive colleagues who oﬀer direct connections to suit almost any business
need.

Jacob Floyd
Chief Technology Oﬃcer
Jacob has built many innovative so ware products over the last decade, ﬁnding practical
applications for groundbreaking technologies. He enjoys concise code and believes furthering
automation and decentralization are going to introduce eﬃciencies greater than we've ever
seen.

Michał Mikołajczyk
Chief Information Oﬃcer
Michał is a a so ware engineer with an interest for innovations and challenges. He had worked
on tens of international projects through Toptal. He also built Nowness.com which was
nominated for Webby Award. He is a public speaker and acts as Toptal Community Leader in
Warsaw. In his spare time, he contributes to an open project against the Digital Divide,
promoting remote work.

Danny Floyd
Chief Experience Oﬃcer
Danny has been in so ware development for nearly twenty years. He started in video games as a
graphics artist for Electronic Arts, Westwood Studios and Mythic Entertainment. He has been a
part of multiple AAA computer and console games. Ten years ago he started his own
development ﬁrm and has shipped over 30 games and apps. Being from a video game
background, he understands the critical importance of the user's experience and required polish
that any product needs for success.

Rafael Aguirre Jimenez
Development Lead
Rafael completed his BBA in 2012 and spent the next 4 years working in the operations side of the
Financial Industry while building up his technical experience. By 2017, he transitioned fully into the
Blockchain sector where he has been working as a so ware developer specialising in
ecommerce applications and has been part of the Multichain Ventures team since the early
development of the gateway.

Roadmap

What MV has accomplished, and what’s in store...
COMPLETED

Phase 01 - 04
Q1 2018 - Q4 2019
Technology
⦿ Tokes Platform Merchant Gateway 1.0
⦾ Full KYC
⦾ Trade Processing
⦾ API Integrations
⦾ 3rd party optional custodian integration
⦿ MV Wallet
⦿ Block Explorer
⦿ EDEN MVP
⦿ Reli core services active and on-boarding clients

IN PROGRESS

Phase 05
Q1 2020

Technology

Business Development

⦿ Token Issuance
⦿ Initial EDEN integration with third parties (v1

⦿ Initial partnership and advisor outreach

hashes existing supply chain ERP data)
⦿ Cubed version of Merchant Gateway launch
⦿ Reli automated dashboard launch
Business Development
UPCOMING

⦿ Outreach targeting large licensing agreements

for Cubed white-label Merchant Gateway
integrations
⦿ RFP process in Nevada around cashless cannabis
payments through Tokes Platform via the state
Treasurer
⦿ Reli Marketing Push

Phase 06
Q2 2020

Technology
⦿ Enhancement of automated deployment

features within the Reli stack
⦿ Updated EDEN query interface (v2
standalone query interface)
⦿ First Staking Distribution of TKS occurs
⦿ Shopify integration for Merchant Gateway
⦿ Initial open source eﬀorts of the Merchant
Gateway
⦿ External wallet integrations fulﬁlling postse lement asset conversions by merchants
(e.g., Exodus)

UPCOMING

Business Development
⦿ Start of cashless payment system pilot for the

state of Nevada via Tokes Platform
⦿ Payment API integration with third parties via
Cubed
⦿ Ecommerce integrations via Cubed with third
parties
⦿ Integrations with seed to sale providers for
EDEN tech via Tokes Platform

Phase 07
Q3 2020

Technology
⦿ Standalone Ecommerce solution
⦿ Continued feature development on

Merchant Gateway and EDEN
⦿ Automated Reli node (Ethereum, Bitcoin,
Waves) deployments
⦿ 0x protocol deployment for decentralized
trade processing within the Merchant Gateway
Business Development
⦿ Integrations with popular payment platforms

UPCOMING

cont. via the Merchant Gateway API (e.g.,
WooCommerce, Magento, etc.)
⦿ Corporate token vesting begins

Phase 08 +

Q4 2020 and beyond
Technology
⦿ Additional automated Reli deployments and

integrations
⦿ Continued EDEN feature development and
integration with ERP partners
⦿ Cross chain interoperability within our
product stack
Business Development
⦿ Continued eﬀorts around Merchant Gateway

integrations via licensing partnership and API
integrations
⦿ Continued eﬀorts to integrate EDEN with ERP
providers (edited)

Partners & Collaborators
The Multichain Ventures Collaborators and Partnerships.

Multichain Ventures

